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May it please the Commissioners 

1 This memorandum is filed on behalf of NZ Cherry Corp (Leyser) LP Ltd (the 

Proponent). It provides information requested in Minute 5 of the Commissioners. 

Consultation with R4RDC  

2 The Proponent has engaged with R4RDC regarding amendments to the PC14 

proposal that would address matters raised in R4RDC's submission. Based on 

those discussions the Proponent's understanding is that R4RDC would prefer 

greater retention of land on the lower portion of the site within parcels that of a 

size and shape that are conducive to primary productive use, including but not 

limited to viticulture. R4RDC also expressed a view that built form should be more 

clustered, particularly on the sloping / elevated portions of the site (including in 

the Special Amenity Landscape), and that a minimum lot size is not necessary in 

those parts of the site that would be the focus of built form.  

3 In the course of those discussions the Proponent has given careful consideration 

to amendments that could be made, primarily to the structure plan, to address 

R4RDC's suggestions. This has resulted in amendments to the structure plan and 

provisions to provide for a new density area (minimum 4ha) at the south of the 

site, together with an increase in density in the centre of the site. These 

amendments are discussed in further detail below. 

4 A letter from R4RDC is attached at Appendix 1 and confirms R4RDC's support 

for the changes and the revised PC14 proposal.1 R4RDC notes that it remains of 

the view that the structure plan could be further amended to increase the area of 

flat land retained for productive uses, by reallocation some of the smaller lots 

above the stormwater/open space corridor. That further change was not 

supported by Proponents for a number of reasons, including: 

(a) the evidence of Mr Milne and Mr Espie regarding the sensitivity of the more 

elevated areas of the site;  

(b) the location of the existing farm buildings and land disturbance on the site 

(the location of which is visible on the revised Indicative Master Plan 

referred to below and attached at Appendix 2) which will have impacted on 

the productive value of the soils in this area; and 

(c) the location of the existing overland flow / flood channel (as depicted on the 

Master Plan). 

                                                

1 The R4RDC letter attaches copies of the updated structure plan and indicative master plan reviewed by 

R4RDC. A number of minor refinements have been made during the finalisation of those documents, however 

these are not considered material to the matters of interest to R4RDC. 
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5 Notwithstanding R4RDC's suggestion for further amendment, the attached letter 

confirms that R4RDC now supports the revised PC14 proposal.  

Revised PC14 provisions and structure plan 

6 The revised PC14 proposal is attached as follows: 

(a) Structure Plan – Appendix 2 

(b) Indicative Master Plan (not for inclusion in the District Plan, but 

demonstrating one potential development outcome under PC14) – 

Appendix 3 

(c) PC14 provisions – Appendix 4. The most recent changes are shown in red 

underline grey shading. 

7 During the course of the hearing the Proponent circulated a revised structure plan 

(dated 25.05.20) that changed the density of areas generally located at the centre 

and west of the site from RLA1 and RLA2 to RLA3 (minimum 4,000m2). This 

change was accompanied by a rule which required at least 50% of sites in RLA2, 

RLA3 and RLA4 density areas to be retained for agricultural or horticultural use. 

Those amendments were not supported by a number of submitters, who 

considered that the rule did not compel productive use and that RLA2, RLA 3 and 

RLA4 parcels remained too small to provide for economically viable2 or 

"meaningful productive utilisation"3 of the soils. 

8 In response to the suggestions made by R4RDC (and other submitters) seeking 

greater provision for productive use of the site, the proposal has reverted to a 

more clustered development concept. Key differences from the notified structure 

plan are: 

(a) Introduction of a new approximately 13.7 hectare RLA6 density area with a 

minimum lot size of 4 hectares, located on the southern area of the site. 

The minimum lot size has been set to enable productive use at an 

economic scale, consistent with the evidence of Mr Gibson for Hort NZ and 

input from Mr Dicey for R4RDC; 

(b) Change to the development density of an area between the southern 

portion of the loop road to the south and open space stormwater corridor to 

the north from RLA2 to RLA1 density; 

                                                

2 James Dicey in response to Commissioner questions. 

3 Evidence of Roger Gibson at 10.21, as expanded on in response to Commissioner questions.  
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(c) A small extension to the north of the RLA1 density area adjacent to the 

Horticulture block; 

(d) Change to the development density of an area immediately north of the 

northern portion of loop road from RLA3 to RLA2 density. 

9 Other amendments provided through the revised PC14 provisions and/or 

structure plan are: 

(a) Provision of an increased setback of 80 metres from the Rockburn 

boundary; 

(b) Removal of the planting edges within the area now identified as RLA6 

density adjacent to Ripponvale Road and adjacent to the Horticulture 

block, which are no longer considered necessary or appropriate given the 

intended rural productive use of the RLA6 area; 

(c) Removal of the proposed rule requiring that 50% of lots in the RLA2, RLA3 

and RLA4 be set aside for agricultural or horticultural use. Productive uses 

are provided for in the Horticulture block (where planting is required) and 

the RLA6 area. In the RLA6 density area built form is limited to a 1,000m2 

building platform within each minimum 4ha lot, and it is a requirement of 

that the landscape plan identify areas to be retained for horticultural or 

agricultural use, with the objective of retaining soils for productive uses by 

limiting the area of built form and amenity plantings. 

(d) Reversion to a maximum of 160 allotments. This rule was introduced to set 

a maximum demand on infrastructure and a cap of 160 allotments remains 

appropriate for this purpose. The indicative structure plan shows 150 

allotments, however it is possible that this could be further refined to 

provide several additional allotments; and 

(e) Confirmation of the inclusion of a requirement for construction of a 

pedestrian and cycle underpass under State Highway 6 before issue of a 

section 224 certificate for the 51st lot. 

10 Other minor refinements to wording have been included to improve drafting and 

better reflect the intent of the proposal. 

11 All changes are considered within scope and respond to matters raised in 

submissions. Further explanation in relation to the changes will be provided with 

the Proponent's reply. 
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Water availability – Ripponvale Irrigation Scheme 

12 Minute 5 requested that the Proponent liaise with RICL to produce confirmation 

as to RICL's position with respect to supply of additional water to the PC14 site 

via existing or upgraded water races in the short term and longer term. 

13 Counsel for the Proponent wrote to RICL on 26 June 2020, setting out a series of 

questions it considered pertinent to addressing the Commissioners' query. A 

response from RICL was received on 23 July 2020. Copies of both letters are 

attached at Appendix 5. 

Soils 

14 An updated version of the Indicative Master Plan with an overlay showing all 

mapped soil types on the site, based on the Leamy and Saunders 1967 map is 

provided as requested at Appendix 6. 

15 Soils will be addressed further in reply, however at this time the Proponent 

wishes to make the point that while the Leamy and Saunders report appears to 

contain relatively fine grained mapping, the report itself advises4 that: 

This soil survey was undertaken to supply basic information for 
the proposed Hawea irrigation scheme. Provisional soil maps 
had already been produced for two other small irrigation 
schemes in the valley, namely, the Ripponvale and Lochar 
Farm Settlement Schemes, and the present work incorporates 
these maps into a district survey.  

And that: 

Mapping was carried out using aerial photgraphs ranging in 
scale from 14 to 30 chains to the inch. The field sheets were 
compiled from base data supplied by the Lands and Survey 
Department on a scale of 40 chains to the inch (1: 31,680) 

16 While the Leamy and Saunders mapping may represent the best information 

currently available in relation to soils on the PC14 site, the identification of soil 

types has not been verified at that PC14 site scale. In our submission caution 

should be applied when referring on the specific delineation of the soil types on 

the map. 

Landscape effects from earthworks and internal roading 

17 Mr Milne has prepared a response to the Commissioners request for an 

assessment of the landscape and visual effects from earthworks, and in particular 

roading, that will be required to implement PC14. That response is attached as 

Appendix 8. 

                                                

4 At page 7 
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Visual simulation of built development 

18 Minute 5 requested a visual simulation of built development shown on the 

perspective aerial photograph. This is attached in Appendix 9. 

19 In addition, to further assist in this assessing the visual effects of the proposed 

development, Rough + Milne have prepared visual simulations from three key 

viewpoints already referred to in Mr Milne's evidence: 

(a) Viewpoint 12 – View from Ripponvale Road at the location of the proposed 

entrance to the PC14 development; 

(b) Viewpoint 14 – View from Cromwell Racecourse 

(c) Viewpoint 16 – View from State Highway 6  

20 The visual simulations from these viewpoints are also contained in Appendix 9, 

together with Mr Milne's explanation for the provision of the visual simulations 

from the viewpoints and the methodology in preparing visual simulations. 

Dated 24 July 2020 

 

 

_____________________________ 

Sarah Eveleigh 

Counsel for NZ Cherry Corp (Leyser) LP Ltd 
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